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{Carrie Bradshaw in her new apartment}

I personally did not get a chance to see “Sex and the City 2”  in theaters (not so many positive
reviews, as I’m sure you know…).  I am waiting until  it is available on HBO on Demand to
watch this flick for free from the comfort of my own home.  Per usual though, everything design
related, from the clothes to the sets, was thoroughly decorated.  I caught a glimpse of several
images from a feature on the set design from Elle Decor.  Like the girls themselves, the
interiors are diverse in style and personality.  Many were left underwhelmed by the highly
anticipated sequel, and I must say I felt the same way about the interiors themselves.
 Although her place does have some quirky, unexpected and chic pieces like the main gal
herself, I honestly was expecting a bit more pizzaz from Carrie’s new apartment; I thought her
redecorated old apartment was much more captivating.  And Samantha’s office in Times
Square seems a little bland (at least from the Elle Decor shot).  Were you excited at all by
Charlotte’s all white kitchen?  What do you think?  Love em, hate em?
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{Carrie and Big’s living room}

{Carrie and Big’s dining room, with kitchen in the background}
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{Hallway in Carrie and Big’s apartment…love the Lindsey Adelman light fixture}

{Carrie and Big’s master bedroom}
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{Carrie and Big’s closet…how do you feel about the differing his and her’s sides?}

{Carrie’s iconic closet in her old apartment}
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{Carrie’s apartment post renovation in the fist “Sex and the City” movie}

{Charlotte’s kitchen…how adorable are the coordinated outfits, cupcakes and drapes?}
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{Samantha in her Times Square office}

{Kitchen in Miranda’s Brooklyn home…loved what I saw from the first movie}
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4 Comments to 'Sexy Interiors?'

{Author Candace Bushnell’s own apartment…definitely my favorite SATC related interior!
 Painting look familiar? Reminds me so much of the “Love” piece (actually a needlepoint rug)

from Carrie’s renovated former apartment}

{“Love Too” by Paul Smith}

Tags: Candace Bushnell, Elle Decor, Paul Smith, Sex and the City 2
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1 Links to 'Sexy Interiors?'
[...] This post was mentioned on Twitter by Robin Krahling and Ivana Michalova, Nancy
Peal. Nancy Peal said: Sexy Interiors?: {Carrie Bradshaw in her new apartment} I
personally did not get a chance to see “Sex and the Cit… http://bit.ly/9betJh [...]
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aansy
11 Aug 10 at 5:34 am

hanger.
love the post so amazin accessories and themes well
done.

Dawn
11 Aug 10 at 1:18 pm

I loved Carrie’s apartment. I really liked that it was
completely different from her old apartment, a lot more
grown up if you like. I bought the book and spent more
time looking at her new apartment than the clothes or
even the shoes ;o) I was also very excited when i seen
several photos on the rug company website in the room
sets. Love the Marni rug in the living room.

I am a huge fan of white kitchens but have to say i don’t
love Charlotte’s, not really a fan of the cabinets- i do
however love the range/cooker (would love to see a
proper picture).

P.S just found your blog and i love it x

Tiffany
19 Aug 10 at 3:39 pm

I have to agree with you, that although I do like Carrie and
Big’s new apartment decor, I’m not loving it. Same for the
movie. For a true blue Sex and the City fan, the movie was
a big let down. I only hope that they make a 3rd one in
order to make up for the mishap(s) of the 2nd one.
Carrie and Big’s closet? Love it! It’s the one thing that I
did love about their apartment. When I saw pics of it, I
thought to myself, “Now there’s an idea!”
I will also agree with you and say that I think Carrie’s
remodeled apartment was the best out of all the home
decor we saw from Sex and the City.
And lastly, I will say that I will forever love the original
Carrie Bradshaw apartment. How can you not love the
place where it all  began?!?

-Tiffany

Tiffany
19 Aug 10 at 3:43 pm

*I apologize if you received multiples of the same
comment from me. I’m not sure if my message got sent or
not….
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